Investing for
Success
Under this agreement for 2022 The Runaway Bay Sport and
Leadership Excellence Centre will receive

$5,633*
This funding will be used to




Increase programming opportunities for pool-based activities while also adopting inclusive practices
for these activities to become more accessible for younger students and students with special needs
when learning in an aquatic environment.
Continue to provide our educational service to larger school cohorts and reach over 10,000 state
school students annually with national-curriculum aligned programs that target student growth in
RBSLEC’s specialised fields.

Our initiatives include



Spending $948 to purchase a class set of ‘aqua-belts’.
Allocating the remaining $4,685 towards the budget for x2 Centre-funded teaching resources for
2022.

Our school will improve student outcomes by




Purchasing a class-set of aqua-belts to provide RBSLEC with an opportunity to expand its’ program
to introduce other activities that offer additional platforms for students to access the curriculum. It will
also assist RBSLEC in it’s drive to embed more inclusive practices by offering additional support to
students with special needs and those with low levels of confidence in aquatic environments.
Funding for x2 additional teaching resources that are required to deliver RBSLEC’s curriculumaligned programs in 2022. Representing one-third of our teaching profile, these resources are pivitol
in reaching 120 state schools and ensuring over 10,000 students are empowered to lead
themselves and positively influence others. Beyond RBSLEC’s permanent teaching allocation of 4
teachers, the Centre has been provided with regional support for a 5th teaching resource for the past
4 years and a 6th teacher for the 12 months leading up to the end of 2021. RBSLEC is required to
establish a calendar 12 months in advance and with these resources no-longer available, the
operation is commited to delivering a program to our partner schools that requires 6 teachers.
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*Funding amount estimated on 2021 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2022 enrolment data are finalised. Actual expenditure may vary due to changes in finalised 2022 enrolment data
and student learning needs.

